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In components of blanket modules for ITER, intricate cooling networks are needed in order to evacuate all heat coming from the

plasma. Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIPing) technology is a very convenient method to produce near net shape components with complex

cooling network through massive stainless steel parts by bonding together tubes inserted in grooves machined in bulk stainless steel.

Powder is often included in the process so as to release difficulties arising with gaps closure between tube and solid part or between

several solid parts. In the mean time, it releases the machining precision needed on the parts to assemble before HIP. 

However, inserting powder in the assembly means densification, i.e. volume change of powder during the HIP cycle. This leads to

global and local shape changes of HIPed parts. In order to control the deformations, modelling and computer simulation are used.

This modelling and computer simulation work has been done in support to the fabrication of a shield prototype for the ITER blanket.

Problems such as global bending of the whole part and deformations of tubes in their powder bed are addressed. It is important that the

part does not bend too much. It is important as well to have circular tube shape after HIP, firstly in order to avoid their rupture during

HIP but also because non destructive ultrasonic examination is needed to check the quality of the densification and bonding between

tube and powder or solid parts; the insertions of a probe in the tubes requires a minimal circular tube shape. 

For simulation purposes, the behaviour of the different materials has to be modelled. Although the modelling of the massive stainless

steel behaviour is not neglected, the most critical modelling is about power. For this study, a thorough investigation on the powder

behaviour has been performed with some in-situ HIP dilatometry experiments and some interrupted HIP cycles on trial parts. These

experiments have allowed the identification of a compressible viscoplastic model (improved Abouaf model by tacking into account

some strain hardening of the powder material). Some other important modelling side effects such as coupling of thermal properties of

the powder with density are taken into account. 

Validity of the modelling has been assessed on several fabricated partial scale mock-ups (small elementary mock-ups and a partial full

scale mock-up) in terms of global shape changes (3D simplified FEM mesh) and local deformations of the tubes (2D detailed FEM

mesh). The simulation has also been used as a tool to study some particular local configurations of tube embedded in powder when

designing the fabrication procedure.
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